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Solutions of SchrOdinger's equation for the system of two parti~les bound in a one-dime~sion.al infinite
square well and repelling each other with a Coulomb force are obtaIned by the m~thod of. fimte d~fferences.
For the case of a 4.0-a.u. well, the energy levels are shifted above those of the nonmteractmg-partlcle m~del
by as much as a factor of 4 although the exc~tation energies are on.ly about ~O% greater. The analytIcal
form of the solutions is also obtained and it IS shown that every eigenstate IS doubly degenerate d~e to
the "pathological" nature of the one-dimensional Coulomb potential. This degeneracy i~ verified numencally
by the finite-difference method. The properties of the model system are compared With ~hose of t~e freeelectron and hard-sphere models; perturbation and variational treatments are a~so c~rned out. usmg the
hard-sphere Hamiltonian as a zero!h-order approximation: The lowest several fin!~e-dl~e~ence elge~v~lues
converge from below with decreasmg mesh size to ener?Ies ?elow those o~ th~ best lm~ar vanatlO~al
function consisting of hard-sphere eigenfunctions. The fimte-dlfference.solu~lOns m general gIve expectatIOn
values and matrix elements more accurately than do the other approXImatIOns.

I. INTRODUCTION

A central problem in the quantum theory of manyelectron systems is to find approximate wavefunctions
which accurately predict the properties of the system.
Traditionally, one uses the variational principle to determine the "best" trial function of a given form.
Often, however, this best trial function does not successfully predict other properties of the system more
important to the chemist than the total energy. In
order to discover directly why this "best" function
fails it is necessary to examine the exact solution. For
example, to study the effects of electron correlation
in two-electron atoms, Kestner and Sinanoglu2 and
Tredgold and Evans3 independently investigated the
exactly soluble 3-D model consisting of two electrons
bound in a harmonic well, but repelling each other with
a Coulomb force. The presence in the Hamiltonian
of the attractive harmonic terms along with the Coulomb terms allowed them to separate the Schrodinger
equation in the center-of-mass coordinate system. In
contrast the FD method allows one to study the effects
of a wide variety of attractive (nuclear) potentials
on electron correlation since it does not rely on the presence of a separable potential in the Hamiltonian.
A great deal of study has been given to the problem
of electronic interaction in the FEM. Several authors
have investigated the effect of including explicit interelectronic interaction (Coulomb) terms in the model
Hamiltonian. Araki and Araki4 used a 2-D average
over the 3-D Coulomb potential in a l-D treatment
of the cyanine dyes. In a similar manner, Huzinaga5
re-examined the Platt model for the naphthalene molecule, including electron repulsion terms as l-D averages
over the 3-D potentials. Also, Ham and Ruedenberg6
modified the free-electron network model by intro-

One-dimensional (l-D) models are interesting and
worthwhile because they are generally more mathematically tractable than their three-dimensional (3-D)
analogs. Anyone-dimensional problem is unquesti.onably a model in the sense that there are no phYSIcal
systems to which the results apply directly, but the
simplified model may yet yield some insight into the
real physical system. It is clear that one must be ca~
tious in "extrapolating" the l-D results to three dImensions. A classic example of a valuable l-D model is
the simple free-electron model (FEM), in which the
electrons move independently in a l-D infinite square
well. In spite of the relative success of this mod:l, e.g.,
in its application to pi-electron spectra of conjugated
molecules, a first obvious improvement is the inclusion
of the l-D Coulomb interaction among the electrons.
The solution of our model gives accurate wavefunctions
and energies for the two-electron case of this improved
FEM and furthermore demonstrates in the general
case how the "physics" may get distorted in one dimension.
In this paper we obtain, by the method of finite
differences (FD), solutions of the Schrodinger equation for the system of two particles bound in an infinite
square well and repelling each other with a Coulomb
force. 1 The energy levels for the first few states are
shifted above those of the noninteracting-particle model
(FEM) by as much as a factor of 4, although the excitation energies are only 50%-70% greater. Most
important, however, every state including the ground
state is doubly degenerate. This is a nongroup-theoretically required degeneracy and is due to th~ "pat~o
logical" nature of the l-D Coulomb potentlal whIch
requires that the wavefunction vanish when the co2 N. Kestner and O. Sinanoglu, Phys. Rev. 128,2687 (1962).
3 R. Tredgold and J. Evans, Tech. Rept. No. ~5, Physics Deordinates of the electrons are equal.
partment, University of Maryland, 1956 (unpublished).
* National Science Foundation Predoctoral Fellow 1964-1967.
4 G. Araki and H. Araki, Progr. Theoret. Phys. (Kyoto) 11,

t Contribution

No. 3434.
.
We refer to this interacting-particle model as the IFEM, I.e.,
the "interacting"-free-electron model.
1

20 (1954).
5 S. Huzinaga, Progr. Theoret. Phys. (Kyoto) 15,495 (1956).
6 N. Ham and K. Ruedenberg, J. Chern. Phys. 25, 1 (1956).
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FIG. 1. Boundary conditions
on the wavefunctions in various coordinate systems. (a)
Coordinate systems ext', X2'J
and [Xl, X2J in which the wavefunctions vanish on the edges of
a square. (b) Center-of-mass
coordinate system [Xl, X2J in
which wavefunctions vanish on
the edges of a rhombus.
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ducing the electron interaction terms as 2-D averages
over the cross section of the bond path. Finally,
OlszewskF attempted a configuration interaction
treatment of linear conjugated molecules using antisymmetrized 1- D free-electron molecular orbi tals
(ASFEMO).8 The solution of our model suggests several alternative methods of treating linear conjugated
molecules which do not involve taking averages over
arbitrary cross sections or limits of 3-D expressions.
Bolton and Scoins,9 concerned primarily with the
solution of eigenvalue problems by the finite-difference
method, have reviewed attempts to solve various 2-D
Schrodinger equations. Although not particularly interested in electron correlation, they obtained for the
"S limit"l0 of the ground state of the helium atom a
value of -2.65 a.u. (best value -2.879 a.u.) .10,11
In the following sections we have two main purposes:
to obtain accurate energies, wavefunctions, and selected
properties for the model system (IFEM) discussed
above and then to consider the relevance of our results
to more complicated model systems. In Sec. II, the
model is treated quantitatively. The analytical propS. Olszewski, Acta Phys. Polon. 14, 419 (1955).
8 However, later noting that the electron repulsion integrals in
his energy expression diverged, he modified the treatment by first
evaluating the 3-D repulsion integrals in a cylinder and then allowing the cylinder radius to go to zero. See S. Olszewski, Acta Phys.
Polon. 16, 369 (1957).
~ H. Bolton and H. Scoins, Proc. Cambridge Phil. Soc. 53, 150
(1957) .
10 R. Parr, Quantum Theory oj Molecular Electronic Structure
(W. A. Benjamin, Inc., New York, 1964), p. 10.
11 We have obtained a considerably better value for the "s
limit" with little labor by employing finer meshes in setting up
the FD equations. Results to be published by N. Winter, D.
Diestler, and V. McKoy in this Journal.
7

erties, including the "accidental" double degeneracies,
are discussed in Part A; the FD method, uniqueness,
and convergence properties of FD eigenfunctions,
eigenvalues, and matrix elements in Part B. We also
discuss numerical verification of degeneracies in Part B.
Finally, in Part C we compare approximate solutions
obtained by perturbation and variation methods. A
discussion of the implications of our results and possible applications follows in Sec. III.
II. MATHEMATICAL TREATMENT OF
THE MODEL
A. General Considerations

The time-independent Schrodinger equation for the
one-dimensional system of two electrons in an infinite
square well is written in atomic units in the coordinate
system [xl', X2'Jl2

H'if;(x/, X2') =Eif;(x/, X2'),
H' = -t[(a2/aXl'2) + (a 2/aX2'2) J+I Xl'-X2'

(la)

1-\

(lb)

where O:$; Xl" X2' -::;, a, and Xl' and X2' denote the electron
coordinates; a is the well width. Since the wavefunction
must vanish outside the well, the boundary conditions
on if; in [xl', X2'] are
if; (Xl', 0) =:00,

if;(Xl', a) =:00,
if;(a, X2') =0.

(2)

12 The symbol "[~, '7]" denotes a particular coordinate system,
and '7 specifying the unit vectors for each dimension. Thus
[Xl', x.'J denotes the system in which the coordinates are just
the distances of each electron from the origin at the left end of
the well.

~
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These conditions require that if;(Xl', X2') vanish on the
boundary of a square of edge a [see Fig. 1 (a) J. The
Schrodinger equation (1a) is invariant under transformation to the system [Xl, X2], defined by

xl=x/-a/2;

x2=X2'-a/2.

However, the boundary conditions in [Xl, X2J are

I"(Xl, -a/2) =0,

I"(Xl, a/2) =0,

1"( -a/2, X2) =0,

l"(a/2, X2) =0.

f/>(X l ) =Al cosk",Xl+A 2 sink",Xl,

(7)

where k",2=4E", and Al and A2 are arbitrary constants.
Equation (6b) is just the Coulomb wave equation for
states of zero angular momentum and its general solution may be written

+B2V2( -2kxX 2»),

(4)

(8)

where VI and V 2 are, respectively, the regular and irregular solutions of Kummer's equation,14 Bl and B2
are arbitrary constants, and k/= -Ex. Since the irregular solution does not vanish at X 2 =0, we can eliminate it from X on the basis of "physical" considerations.
We suppose that the exact eigenfunction '!r contains
CO=X2 exp(kx 1 X 2 j) V 2. Then the expectation value
of the Hamiltonian

'!r(Xl, 2Xl -a) =0,
'!r(Xl, -2Xl+a) =0.

(5)

These conditions specify that the wavefunction vanish
on the boundary of a rhombus, the edges of which are
not coincident with coordinate surfaces in [Xl, X 2]
[seeFig.l(b)].
In each of the coordinate systems there is a group
of operators E, i, RI, R2 defining coordinate transformations which leave the Hamiltonian invariant. It is
simplest to define these operators in [Xl, X2], although
we express them later in the other systems. Thus E is
the identity which takes the point (Xl, X2) into itself,
i is the inversion about (0, 0) taking (Xl, X2) into
(-Xl, -X2), RI is the reflection about the diagonal
X2=XI which transforms (Xl, X2) into (X2, Xl), and R2
is the reflection about the other diagonal which carries
(Xl, X2) into (-X2, -Xl). This group is isomorphic
with D 2,13 which is Abelian. Thus the group of the
Schrodinger equation has only one-dimensional irreducible representations (I.R.) and hence we conclude that all the eigenstates of our system are nondegenerate, i.e., there is no group-theoretically required
degeneracy.
Now consider the solution of the Schrodinger equation in the system [Xl, X 2] by the method of separation
of variables. To study the form of the components of
the required solution substitute '!r(Xl, X 2) =f/>(Xl)x(X2)
into Eq. (4). A sum of such components will, of course,
have to be used to satisfy the boundary conditions, Eq.
(5). We obtain
(6a)
and

maybe written

(3)

with the corresponding boundary conditions

'!r(Xl, 2Xl +a) =0,

McKOY

x(X2) =X2exp(kxX2) {BlV l ( -2kxX 2)

In the center-of-mass coordinate system [Xl, X 2],
where
the Schrodinger equation becomes
-t(a2'!r/aX12) - (a~/aX22) + ('!r/I X 2 j) =E'¥,

V.

- (d2X/dX22) +(x/I X 2 D-Exx=O,

(6b)

where E=E",+Ex • The general solution of Eq. (6a)
13 M.
Tinkham, Group Theory and Quantum Mechanics
(McGraw-Hill Book Co., New York, 1964), 1st ed., p. 327.

where ('!r I VI '!r) contains a term

j

+a/2

C02 I X 2 1-l dX2.

-a/2

Since Go is approximately constant in the neighborhood
of the origin, the integrand diverges. We have

j

G/2

C02 I X 2 1-1 dX2

-a/2

=2 lim In (a/2a) .
,,~o

Hence ('!r 1 VI '!r) diverges logarithmically and since
(..y 1 Kop I '!r) > 0, we find that the eigenvalue is infinite.
Hence we eliminate Co.
The general solution of the relative equation (6b)
may be obtained by joining the regular solutions in
the two regions X 2 >O and X 2 <O to form functions of
odd parity which have a continuous derivative at X 2 =O
or functions of even parity with a cusp at X 2 =O. Hence
each state is doubly degenerate15 and we have for the
14 L. Slater, Confluent Hypergeometric Functions (Cambridge
University Press, Cambridge, England, 1960), p. 2.
15 We note that this result may be proved rigorously by an
alternative procedure. Because of the singularity in the Coulomb
potential, it is not clear how the solutions for Xz>O and Xz<O
should be joined at Xz =0. To ascertain the appropriate boundary
conditions in the case of an infinite potential it is necessary to
start with a finite potential V requiring continuity of the wavefunction and its gradient, and then take the limit as V goes to
infinity (see Ref. 16). The discontinuity at Xz=O in the gradient
of the even wavefunctions found by this procedure is tolerable
since the potential is singluar there. The same sort of discontinuities is observed in the eigenfunctions of other one-dimensional
problems involving singular potentials, e.g., the particle in the
box, hard spheres in a box, and the hydrogen atom (see Ref. 17).
16 L. Schiff, Quantum Mechanics (McGraw-Hill Book Co., New
York, 1955), 2nd ed., p. 29.
17 R. Loudon, Am. J. Phys. 27, 649 (1959).
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complete general solution of the Schrodinger equation
in [Xl, X2J

'l1(X I, X 2) = S (Ali COSk¢iXI+A2i sink¢jXI)

x[ I X 2 1 exp(kxi I X 2 DVI( -2kxi I X 2 DJ (9)
for the states symmetric with respect to RI, with a
similar expression for the states antisymmetric with
respect to this operation. Here tk¢j2_kxl=E; t~e A lj
and A 2 · are arbitrary constants, and the 5j mdlcates
a sum ~ver the discrete spectrum of k and an integral
over the continuum. In order to find the allowed eigenvalues and eigenfunctions we must impose the boundary
conditions Eq. (5) in [Xl, X 2]. We have attempted to
do this for the totally symmetric (AI) states by expanding the cp and X in power series and equati~g the
coefficient of each power to zero. However, thls procedure leads to an infinite set of coupled integral equations found to be highly intractable mathematically.
Hence this approach has been abandoned in favor of
the more generally applicable and highly tractable
finite-difference method.
B. The Finite-Difference Method
In the FD method the approximate solution of the
Schrodinger equation (la) is expressed as a set of
numbers 1/;, which are the approximate values of the
wavefunction at a finite set of grid (mesh) points in

MODELS
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[Xl" x/J. The set of grid points is divided into boundary
points, at which the values of 1/;. are known, and interior
points, at which the values of 1/;; are to be determined
by solving the difference equation analog of the
Schrodinger equation
i=1,2,

···,M,

(10)

where Hi is the discretized Hamiltonian, E is the discretized eigenvalue, and M is the number of interior
points. A square mesh of size h is conveniently constructed as shown in Fig. 2(a), where the boundary
points are denoted by circles 0 and the interior points
by dots •. It is not necessary to construct a mesh over
the whole square since, as we have shown above, all
of the exact eigenfunctions vanish along the diagonal,
being either symmetric or antisymmetric with respect
to RI. The explicit form of the difference equation
analog (10) is found at each point of the mesh by expressing the partial derivatives in H in terms of 'l1; at
neighboring points. Thus we consider mesh point i~M
and denote the neighboring points as iI, i2 , i 3 , and i4
[Fig. 2(b)]. The values 1/;i; at neighboring points may
be expanded in a Taylor's series as!8

2
3
2
3
a1/; )
( a 1/;) h ( a 1/;) h ( a~ ) h4
(
1/; 1 =1/;,+ ax!' }+ aXI'2 ; 2i+ aXI'3 i 31+ aXI'4 i,;141'
i

v)

2
4
3
a1/; )
( a2if;) h (a
h ( a 1/; )
h4
(
1/;i3=1/;;- aXI' ;h+ aXI'2 ; 2i- aXI'3 ; 31+ aXI'4 ;,i341·
Adding these equations and rearranging, we obtain

a2if;) = h+1/;;a- 21/;; _ '!. [( a~) +( a4if;4) ].
( ax/2
;
h2
41 aXI'4 t,;l
aXI';,'3

(a)

A similar expression may be obtained for (a2if;/aX2'2) •.
For h small enough, the bracketed terms may be neglected19 so that the difference equation analog becomes

(-4

i=1,2,···,M,
(11)

where E= -A/2h2 • The set of equations (11) may be
expressed more conveniently in matrix form
(12)

(b)

FIG. 2. Finite-difference mesh. (al Square mesh of size h=qJ6;. a
is well width. (b) Enlargement of mesh of size h around pomt t.

where H is a real symmetric (Hermitian) matrix of
order M, tk is a column vector of the 1/;i, and A is the
modified eigenvalue. The structure of H is, of course,
determined by the mesh labeling shown in Fig. 2(a).
All the diagonal elements are negative and the off-diagonal elements are either 1 or O. Since H is Hermitian,
18 See, for example, J. Todd, Survey of Numerical Analysis
(McGraw-Hill Book Co., New York, 1962), p. 384.
. .
19 In a paper to be publishe~ \see Ref. 11~ we ~how that thiS IS
a good approximati<!n for SimIlar ~esh sl~es m the He-atom
"S-limit" wavefunctlOn. There we WIll also mclude the effect of
fourth-order differences by the method discussed in L. Fox, Proc.
Roy. Soc. (London) A910,31 (1947).
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its eigenvectors, which are approximations to the exact
eigenfunctions, are orthogonal. Furthermore, the matrix
R 2, which reflects tl! across the diagonal X2' = - Xl' +a,
commutes with H so that the FD eigenvectors have
the same symmetry required of the exact eigenfunctions.
Thus, the eigenvectors tl!ws, formed over the whole
square by joining the discretized solutions in the two
half-squares such that tl!ws is of either even or odd parity,
must transform according to the LR.'s of D2•
1. Uniqueness and Convergence

A symmetric nXn matrix always has n distinct
(i.e., linearly independent) eigenvectors. 2o Furthermore, a Hermitian matrix can be diagonalized by a
similarity transformation with a unitary matrix whose
columns are the eigenvectors determined up to a phase
factor. 21 Hence, we may conclude that for every mesh
size h there is a set of distinct eigenvectors determined
up to a constant factor, which we set by normalization.
Following the procedure of Bolton and Scoins9 we
consider whether the discretized eigenvalues, eigenfunctions, and matrix elements converge to the exact
values in the limit as the mesh size h approaches zero.
We assume that there exists a continuous function
'I/Ic(x{, X2'j h) which satisfies the difference equation
analog (11) for all values of h and that 'I/Ic(XI', X2'j h)
and A(h), the discretized eigenvalue, may be expanded
as follows in the intervals O'::;XI', x2''::;a, O'::;h'::;ho

'I/Ic(XI',

X2'j

h) =

L: c/Jk(X{, x2')h\
I;

(13)

or

where the c/Jk may be expanded in the complete orthonormal set of exact eigenfunctions of H'. If the expansions (13) are substituted into Eq. (11), the value of!fc
at neighboring grid points expanded in Taylor's series,
and the coefficients of powers of h equated, one obtains
2
1 2cfJo a c/Jo )
c/Jo
I
(14a)
--2 -a
'2+-a
'2 +\'
, 1=-2Coc/JO,
Xl
X2
Xl -X2

(a

(14b)

-

4
2
1 (a 2cfJ2 a c/J2 ) 1 (a4c/Jo a c/Jo )
c/J2
2 aXI'2 + aX2'2 - 24 aXI'4 +aX2'4 +I Xl' - X2'

I

= -tcCOc/J2+Clc/JI+C2cfJo). (14c)
Since Eq. (14a) is just the Schrodinger equation,
we see that c/Jo is the exact eigenfunction and E= -co/2
20 L. Fox, An Introduction to Numerical Linear Algebra (Clarendon Press, Oxford, England, 1964), p. 42.
21 E. Wigner, Group Theory (Academic Press Inc., New York,
1959), p. 26.

the exact eigenvalue. Multiplying Eq. (14b) by c/Jo and
integrating over the range 0'::; Xl', X2''::;a, we obtain

rr

cfJo2dxt'dXz'. (15)
o 0
Since H' is Hermitian and the c/Jk real, the left member
of Eq. (15) equals the first term of the right member
and

-tCI

-tCI

fa fa c/J02dxI'dx2' = O.

o 0
Hence C1=0. Thus from Eq. (14b) c/J1=0 or is a multiple of c/Jo. We set c/JI=O, thus obtaining C3=0 in a
manner similar to that above. If we multiply Eq. (14c)
by cfJo and integrate as before, we obtain eventually
C2 = -

f

1~ ~a c/Jo C::'4+a::'4) c/Jodx{dX2'.

Thus we see that the error in the leading term of the
discretized energy e(h) is of order h2 :

e(h) =E+c2h2+c4h4+ •••.
It can be shown that, under rather general conditions, as h tends to zero, the solutions of the difference
equation approach the solution of the differential equation, i.e., the discretization error usually decreases as
the mesh size is reduced. A small value of h will minimize the truncation error inherent in Eq. (11) but will
increase the size of the matrix to be diagonalized.
Although the eigenvalues of fairly large matrices of
this type can be obtained quite accurately and economically,ll it would be advantageous to avoid such
large matrices. Since the difference between the eigenvalue at a given mesh size and the exact eigenvalue is
a polynomial in h2, one may use the Richardson extrapolation technique22 : Put a polynomial through the
values obtained at various "not too large" mesh sizes
and extrapolate to "zero" mesh size. Of course, this
extrapolation process may be somewhat dangerous
since it is necessary to employ mesh sizes sufficiently
small to be certain that the extrapolant lies close to the
true eigenvalue. Exactly how small a mesh size is required must be ascertained by investigation of specific
cases. As we show below, there are several cogent
reasons why our solutions should be reliable, e.g.,
agreement with variation and perturbation treatments,
small differences between FD eigenvectors for mesh
sizes differing by a factor of 2, and results obtained for
the" S limit" of the He atom using much smaller mesh
sizes and including fourth-difference terms in the discretized Schrodinger equation.
Consider the matrix element of an operator M con22 L. Richardson and
A226,299 (1927).

J.

Gaunt, Trans. Roy. Soc. (London)
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necting states k and I. We write

first indicating the eigenstate and the second the mesh
point. 1\!k'S are normalized so that

(k I M Il~(v;ckexl, X2'; h) I M I V;cleXt', X2'; h»

=

l

M

a

laV;C.exl', X2'i h)Mv;cl(xt', X2'i h)dxI'dX2'.

o

0

(16a)
Substituting the expansion of Eq. (13) for V;c(xt', X2'; h),
we obtain
(V;c. IM I V;CI) = (L: cJ>1,hr IMIL: cJ>k.hP )
P

hrd: (cJ>I, IM I cJ>k.r-p»

= L:

p=O

+O(h3 )

! M ! l)+O(h2).

(16b)

Hence as h approaches zero, the discretized matrix element approaches the exact value with error of order
h2, since cJ>il=O, for allj.

2_ Method of Solution of the Finite-Difference Equations
In order for the set of homogeneous equations (11)
to have a nontrivial solution, the determinantal equation

!H-AI !=O
must hold, where I is the MXM unit matrix. The eigenvalues A are determined by solving this Mth-degree
equation. For large mesh sizes (M ~4), the roots may
be found analytically. For M>4 the problem is solved
by diagonalization of H by the Householder method on
a computer. Symmetry serves as a useful check on the
accuracy of eigenvectors for a given mesh size. Various
approximations, En(h)=-(1/2h2 )[Xn(h)], to a particular eigenvalue En are obtained for a series of values
of h corresponding to M = to, 15, 21, 28, 36, 45, 55,
66, and 78. To obtain an accurate estimate of the true
eigenvalue En for a given state, we extrapolate to zero
mesh size using the method of Richardson and Gaunt22
as discussed above, which depends on the fact that the
discretized eigenvalue is expressible as a series in even
powers of h.
~
Matrix elements of operators M(Xl', X2'), e.g., expectation values and transition moments, are approximated for a given mesh size h by
M(h)

(i

1M Ij~ LV;;kMk(Xlk',X2k')V;jk,

....

LV;;k2=1.

Of course, the matrix elements may be evaluated by
more accurate numerical quadrature methods.23 In
a few cases examined these methods yielded values
very little different from those calculated from the
simpler expression Eq. (17). We note that if one wishes
to compare eigenvectors corresponding to different
mesh sizes, it is necessary to normalize the approximate
eigenfunction over the half-square Xl'?:. X2' • We do this
below.
3. Results

Iif I cJ>ko) +((cJ>lo IM I cJ>kl)
+(cJ>1I IM I cJ>ko?)h+( (cJ>lo I M I cJ>k2?
+ (cJ>1I Iif I cJ>12)+ (cJ>12 IM I cJ>ko» h2

= (cJ>lo

= (k

459

(17)

1:=1

where i and j denote the eigenstates connected by M,
Mk(Xlk', X2k') is the FD analog of the operat?r M at
point k of the mesh; V;'s now have two subSCrIpts, the

Results of calculations performed for the case of a
square well of width 4.00 a.u. are shown in Table 1.
The eigenvectors corresponding to the eigenvalues
El, E2, etc. are, of course, approximations to the exact
eigenfunctions V;lex, V;2ex, etc., in the half-square Xl'>XZ'.
Since the exact eigenstates are all doubly degenerate,
we form the FD approximations over the whole square
by joining the reflection of tl! (or - tl!) in the half-square
xl' < X2' with tl! in the half-square xl' > X2'. Thus we have
doubly degenerate eigenstates whose approximate
eigenfunctions are either symmetric or antisymmetric
with respect to Rl and transform according to the 1.R.'s
of D 2• The symmetric states are denoted by a superscript + and the antisymmetric states by -. Figure 3
shows probability amplitude contours (obtained by
linear interpolation) for h=O.SO for the first three symmetric eigenstates of the 4.00-a.u. well. A three-dimensional plot of the approximate symmetric FD groundstate eigenfunction is shown in Fig. 4. An indication
of the relative accuracy of eigenvectors corresponding
to different mesh sizes may be obtained by comparing
eigenvectors generated from meshes whose sizes differ
by a factor of 2, such that each point of the coarser
mesh coincides with alternate points of the finer mesh.
Such a comparison is made in Table II for the groundand first excited-state eigenvectors (normalized over
the half-square) and shows that the eigenfunction
changes very little when the mesh size is halved. This
is a commonly used method18 of estimating the accuracy of a finite-difference solution. Usually if the
difference between two solutions with quite different
mesh sizes is small, one may feel justified in assuming
that the error is small. Our results certainly indicate
this.
In [Xl, X2] the matrix elements of X=Xtel+x2e2,
where el and e2 are unit vectors, may be written
(i I x Ij)w.=(i I xllj)w.el+(i! X21j)wSe 2,

(18)

where the subscript ws denotes that the integral is over
the whole square. Each of these integrals may be broken
23 M. Abramowitz and I. Stegun, Handbook of Mathematical
Functions (Natl. Bur. Std. Appl. Math. Ser. 55, 1964).
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up into two integrals, one over the lower half-square
(lhs) where Xl>X2 and one over the upper half-square
(uhs). Thus

"0

....
Q)

cd '"

'0 ~

~c;

.a>

00 ..0 &:. 0:. ,.0

N

0\ 1"-.. 0\

f'f")

N~~~O

(i \ Xl\j)w.= (i! Xl!j)lh.+(i! Xl!j)uh..

~

'<1<0\1'\0\.1)0

(19)

Now if both Y;i and Y;; are either symmetric or antisymmetric, Y;,Y;; is symmetric about XI=X2, whereas if
only one is antisymmetric y;,.y;j is antisymmetric. Further, since Xl in uhs at (X2' Xl) is equal to X2 in lhs at
the reflected point (Xl, X2), we can rewrite Eq. (19) as

'f
0

,.-j

;::~~g;~xg;;:;;g;~~g;

NO\t-O\f'f")OO\ ('1")0\00 00('1")

N~~'-:O""";""";O""";O:O:o
'<I<
_

(i \ XI\j)ws= (i \ XI±X21J)lhs= (i \ ±X2+Xl\j)uhs,

8<':>

(20)

o

+

OCO\'D
'1"""'1

.......

N

where the
sign holds if both i and j are symmetric
or antisyrnmetric and the - if only one is antisymmetric. From Eq. (20) we deduce

b
'1"""'1

;o~gg;~xg;;:;;g;~~g;

-

(21a)

NOO'DO\<':>OO\<':>O\ococ<,:>

N~~~Ou)""";O""";O:O:o

8

V)

6

ococo

'I"""'IO~

'f

0

'1"""'1

N("4jOQ

!::~~8:~x&~~$;;;O:~~~

-

N'D '<I< 0\ <':>00\ <,:>O\OCOC<':>'D OC1'-

N~~~o~~o""";o\cioooo

In a similar manner,
(21b)
with the same sign convention. If Y;i and Y;j transform
according to the same IR, then Y;i°Y;j transforms totally
symmetrically (AI)' Then, since (XI+X2) transforms
as B 2, the total integrand transforms as B 2• We conclude that (i \ XI\j)=O in [Xl, X2J or 2.0 in [Xl', xz'].
Table I confirms these group-theoretical results.
Furthermore, since X12+X22 and V = 1/\ XI-X2\ both
transform according to AI, their expectation values
do not vanish in general. However, all matrix elements
of these operators connecting eigenstates of different
symmetry must vanish.
Ground-state energies, extrapolated by Richardson's
method from mesh sizes corresponding to M = 10, 15,
21, and 28, are plotted as a function of well width in
Fig. 5. In particular we verify that the FD eigenfunctions satisfy the virial theorem approximately. For
any system of particles interacting by Coulomb potentials the virial theorem is given by

where Ea is the total energy, 1] is a scale factor, in our
case the well width, and a is a particular value of 1].24
The quantity a(BEja1])fI=a' calculated using values of
(BEIB1]) obtained by five-point interpolation,23 is tabulated in Table III along with 2Ea- (V)~~a. The increasing percentage error with well width is due to the
fact that extrapolations for larger well widths are
approximately as inaccurate as for smaller, yet the virial is decreasing with increasing well width.
4. Numerical Verification oj Degeneracy
When the boundary condition along the diagonal
Xl' = X2' is relaxed and a rectangular mesh with n(n+ 1)
interior points (arranged n+ 1 horizontal by n vertical)
24

See, for example, P.-O. Liiwdin, J. Mol. Spectry. 3, 46 (1959).
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4.0

3.0

1.0

1.0

2.0

3.0

40

x'I

x'I

(a)

(b)

4.0

FIG. 3. Probability amplitude contours (normalized over the
half-square) for the three lowest symmetric eigenstates of the
4.00-a.u. well determined by the FD method over the half-square.
(a) Ground state tf-,+(A,). (b) First excited state tf-,+(B 2 ). (c)
Second excited state tfa+(A,).

x;

3.0

4.0

(c)

constructed over the whole square such that no mesh
point lies on the diagonal, near degeneracies occur in
pairs, the eigenvector associated with the lesser of the
two eigenvalues (see Table IV) being symmetric with
respect to Rl and that associated with the greater being
antisymmetric. The eigenvalues of the lowest four
eigenstates (two lowest nearly degenerate pairs) of
the 4.00-a.u. well are listed in Table IV as a function
of n along with the Richardson extrapolants. We note
that the eigenvalue for the lower state of the 1-2 pair
converges less rapidly than the eigenvalue of the higher
state, thus indicating that in the limit n= 00 exact degeneracy would occur. We also note that the upperstate eigenvalue of neither pair is greater than the cO[-

responding eigenvalue obtained from the half-square
treatment. Probability amplitude contours (normalized
over the whole-square) for the lowest nearly degenerate
pair are pictured in Fig. 6. The heavy dark lines represent the approximate nodes. Note that the inversion
i is the only operator transforming mesh points in lhs
into mesh points in uhs, although the contours indicate
that the other required symmetry is present.
C. Comparison of Results with Other Approximate
Treatments

In order to compare the accuracy of the approximate
eigenvalues and functions found by the FD method
and also to assess the effects of interelectronic inter-
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the model system becomes simply that of two independent particles in an infinite square well, whose eigenvalues and associated eigenfunctions may be written
in [Xl', X2'J:
CPFEM(n, m; xl', X2')

2 • mrXI, • m1l"X2,
• m1l"XI, . n1l"X2')
sln--sm--± sm--sm-a(
a
a
a
a

=-

EFEM(n, m)
= (r/2a2) (n2+m2) ,

(11)

(23)

where the + and - signs hold when n~m. If one attempts to improve the FEM approximation by using
the FEM Hamiltonian as an unperturbed Hamiltonian
and including the 1-D Coulomb interaction as a perturbation, one finds that the integrals involved in the
first-order corrections to the energies and wavefunctions diverge, since the integrand in fV;o* H't/;ctlr behaves
as 1/1 XI'-X2' I in the region of Xl' =X2'. This suggests
that we do perturbation theory on a system whose
wavefunctions are required to vanish on Xl' = X2', i.e.,
a system in which a large part of interelectronic interaction has been accounted for. Such a system is that
of two-point hard spheres (HSM) in an infinite square
well.
2.HSM
The HSM Hamiltonian is identical to the FEM
Hamiltonian, except that the hard-sphere condition
requires that the wavefunctions vanish on Xl' = X2',
where the potential becomes infinite. Because of the
singularity in the potential, every state is at least
doubly degenerate (for the reasons discussed above
in Part A). Further degeneracies occur for states
CPHSM(n, m) and CPHSM(n', m') for which n 2+m2 =
n'2+m'2. These degeneracies are all "accidental" in the
sense that they are not group-theoretically required.
Thus the energy levels and wavefunctions (normalized
TABLE II. Coml?arison of FD ground- and first-excited-state
eigenvectors for the 4.00-a.u. well.
State
Mesh size

Ground state
0.571

0.286

0.03821
0.14178
0.27866
0.34600
0.24750
0.12818
0.33380
0.46116
0.34602
0.17995
0.33380
0.27866
0.12818
0.14178
0.03821

0.03751
0.14177
0.27775
0.34196
0.24260
0.13129
0.33811
0.46084
0.34196
0.18162
0.33810
0.27775
0.13129
0.14177
0.03751

First excited state
0.571

0.286

Mesh point

(b)
FIG. 4. Three-dimensional plots of symmetric FD groundstate eigenvector for the 4.00-a.u. well (interpolated from M = 78).
9 and </> have the usual significance as spherical polar coordinates.
Viewing:angle: (a) 9=45°; </>=45°; (b) 9=45°, </>= 135°.

action on the properties of the system, it is advantageous to consider some other perhaps less accurate
approximations.
1.FEM
As a zeroth-order approximation we neglect the
electronic interaction entirely. The Hamiltonian for

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

0.12456
0.12663
0.34840
0.35116
0.42171
0.41246
0.21740
0.21612
0.0
0.0
0.22911
0.24444
0.29243
0.29746
0.0
0.0
-0.21740 -0.20612
0.0
0.0
-0.29243 -0.29746
-0.42171 -0.41246
-0.22911 -0.24444
-0.34840 -0.35116
-0.12456 -0.12663
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over the half-square) are
(24a)
(24b)

xi'<xl,

(24c)
(24d)

all

Xl'

and

n~m.

where

X2',

From Expressions (24) it is clear that
4>+USM(n, m;

Xl', X2')

=4>+USM(n, m;

4>-USM(n, m;

Xl', X2')

= -4>-uSM(n, m;

X2',

xI')

and
Xz', Xl')'

Using the HSM Hamiltonian as an unperturbed Hamiltonian, we calculate corrections to first- and second-order
in the energies and to first-order in the wavefunctions for the first two symmetric eigenstates of the 4.00-a.u. well
(see Tables V and VI). The first- and second-order corrections to the energy are given by the expressions

E nm (l) = (4)+usM(n, m)
E nm (2) =

L L' (4)+USM(n, m) I (1/1 XI'-Xz' \)
I

I (1/1 Xl' -X2' \)

14>+USM(n, m) ),

14>+USM(l, k) ) (4)+USM (l, k) 1(1/1

XI'-Xz' \)

(2Sa)
14>+usM(n, m»

k>l

X[EUSM(n,m)-EusM (l,k)]-l.

(2Sb)

Although these integrals may be evaluated analytically (see Appendix), for the purposes of the present calculation they were done numerically by a Simpson's rule routine on a computer. The numerical and analytical results
for selected integrals agree closely, as demonstrated by the small errors in integrals which vanish by group theory
(see Table VI). The energies corrected to second-order in Table V were calculated including the first ten terms of
the sum (2Sb); matrix elements were evaluated from the first-order wavefunctions given by

N-I N i l
I'

.fnm=4>+usM(n,m)+LL[EuSM(n,m)-EHsM(l,k)]-I(4>+USM(l,k)
1=1 k>!

Xl -X2

I

'14>+usM(n,m»4>+HsM(l,k),
(26)

where N = S. Properties involving the third eigenstate
were not included since this state is of the same symmetry as the ground state.
We note that the double degeneracies due to the
singularity in the hard-sphere potential are not split
since the perturbation operator 1/1 Xl' -X2' I does not
connect symmetric and antisymmetric states.
The Ritz linear variation treatment employing an
m-l N

L L

Cnm {

expansion in N HSM eigenfunctions is also carried out
for the 4.00 a.u. well. We express the variational function as
nm

Since the 4>+HSM form a complete orthonormal set, the
requirement that (4). I H' 14>.) be stationary for firstorder variations in the Cnm leads to the equations

(4)+usM(n, m) I H' 14>+usM(k, 1) )-Elln~mzl =0,

k=l, 2, • ·.,1-1; l>k.

n=1 m>n

To find the eigenvalues E, which are approximations to
the true eigenvalues, we have diagonalized the H'
matrix by the Housfholder method on a computer.
This is done for N = 1, 2, and S and the results are collected in Tables V and VI. The energy (4)'1 I H' 14>.1)
for the variational function
4>.1 =

Xl' (Xl' -a)xz'(xz' -a) (Xl' -Xz')

is also included in Table V for comparison.

In order to compare the wavefunctions calculated by
these various approximations, we expand the FD eigenfunctions in the complete orthonormal set of HSM
eigenfunctions. The expansion coefficients for the
ground-state eigenfunction are listed in Table VI along
with those of the HSM and the HSM perturbation and
variational treatments. All of the wavefunctions are
normalized over the half-square in [Xl', xz']' We also
compare some average properties predicted by these
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TABLE IV. Eigenvalues of the lowest four eigenstates for the
4.00-a.u. well obtained by the FD treatment over the whole square.

30

D
0

FEM
IFEM

Eigenstate

2

3

4

2.03624
2.06110
2.08029
2.09554
2.10795
2.11824

2.21361
2.23207
2.24502
2.25446
2.26154
2.26699

3.37296
3.44395
3.49775
3.53989
3.57379
3.60162

3.65420
3.73663
3.79488
3.83759
3.86983
3.89476

2.18

2.28

3.76

3.96

n
~ 20

FIG.
5. Ground-state
eigenvalue as a function of
well width for two electrons
with (a) no interaction
(FEM) (b) one-dimensional Coulomb potential
(IFEM).

~

..,
::J
...J

..,z~
'" 10
~

ao

6
7
8
9
10
11
Extrapolated

6.0
4.0

2.0

'4.0
10

20

WELL WIDTH (au)

various approximations in Table V. All matrix elements
and expectation values are calculated for the states
symmetric with respect to RI.
From Table V we note that no variational function
gives an energy less than the ground-state FD eigenvalue. Furthermore, the "best" trial function, the
lO-term HSM function, yields an energy about 0.5%
above that of the extrapolated FD eigenvalue for the
ground state. We conclude that the FD method is
converging to the exact eigenvalue from below and
gives a very good lower bound to the true eigenvalue.
The energies determined by first-order perturbation
theory on the HSM are very inaccurate, in general.
It is clear that the first-order corrections to the energy
are not small and hence we should not be surprised
that first-order theory is inaccurate in this instance.
However, the second-order corrections lower the energies nearly to those of the variational values, and
higher-order corrections appear to be progressively less
important. We note further that since the unperturbed
energy is proportional to 1/a2 and the first-order correction to 1/a, we would expect the accuracy of the
first-order treatment to improve for smaller well widths.
Table VI indicates that, for the coefficients that do
not vanish by group theory, i.e., C12, C14, C23, C25, and C34,
the lO-term HSM variational ground-state function
agrees remarkably well with the M = 78 (h=0.285)
FD eigenfunction; matrix elements are also in close
agreement. The HSM ground-state eigenfunction corrected to first order by perturbation theory also agrees
well with the FD treatment, although matrix elements
do not compare as favorably.

3.0

2

X 2.0

1.0

x[
{a)

4.0~------------------------------------~

3.0

.
0.'::'
.~

X

22.0

1.0

..

TABLE III. Verification of vi rial theorem for the IFEM.
(2Ea- (V)._a)

-a(aE/afJ).~a

% Error"

3.00

6.42

6.72

4.5

'7;~

~~~?~7.;:;~~
"~~ -':" -'~ \'
'"''' r -'1':, -,,~ -~" 7"
~ ~w ~.

4.00

3.82

3.56

7.3

5.00

2.55

2.90

12.1

.00017 -.02466

0.0

" Based on a (aE/ar1!._a. See Eq. (22).

..

=):::'Z
Z::
'. '.

. / .

Well width a

4.0

3.0

2.0

1.0

1.0

•

-.0941

-.2033

2.0

f

-.3029~.3197

3.0

-.2092

4.0

x(
(b)

FIG. 6. Probability amplitude contours (normalized over the
whole square) for the lowest pair of nearly degenerate states of
the 4.00-a.u. well. (a) Ground state (symmetric). (b) First excited state (antisymmetric).
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TABLE V. Comparison of FD results with other approximate treatments of t~e 4.00-a~~:: --"==-_-==--=c~-

Approximation

Eigenstate

Eigenvalue

Matrix
element
(i I xl' 11 >

Matrix
element
(i I xi' I 2 >

Matrix
element
(i I x,' I 3 >

Expectation
value of
Xt'2+X2'2

Finite difference (FD) (extrapolated
toh=O)

1
2
3

2.281
3.964
4.798

1.999

0.364
1.999

4. X 10-7 b
0.335
1.999

9.86
9.85
10.40

Free-electron model (FEM)

1
2
3

0.61684
1.5421
2.4674

2.000

0.00
2.000

0.0
0.0
2.00

8.90
10.16
10.26

Hard-sphere model (HSM)

1
2
3

1. 5421
3.0842
4.0095

2.000

0.389
2.000

3.XlO-5b
0.397
2.000

HSM perturbation treatment

1
2
3

2.291
4.036

2.043

0.368
2.034

2.353

2.000

(b) 2 functions (n=1,m=2;n=1,
m=3)

1
2

2.353&
4.097

(c) 10 functions (n=1, m=2,"',
5' n=2 m=3 ". 5' n=3
n:=4, 5; n=4,'m=5) ,
,

1
2
3

2.298
4.040
4.887

HSM variational treatment
(a) 1 function (n=1, m=2)

Variational function XI' (xi' - a) X2'

2.000

9.65
9.77
9.81
10.08
10.01
9.65

0.364
2.000

3. X 10-' b
0.336
2.000

9.85
9.84.
10.40

2.382

(x2'-a) (XII_X2')
a.

These values are identical with energies corrected to first order.

III. DISCUSSION

The accidental double degeneracies found for the
IFEM is characteristic in general of one-dimensional
systems of particles interacting by singular potentials.
For example, we have solved the problem of two Coulomb particles bound in a harmonic potential and find
the same double degeneracies arising. By arguments
similar to those of Sec. II.A we can show for the general
case of an arbitrary binding (stationary) potential
that if the energy is to be finite, the wavefunctions must
vanish at least as rapidly as X 2 near X 2 =0. Hence,
the general solutions in the region X 2 >0 and X 2 <0
can be joined to form either symmetric or antisymmetric wavefunctions by satisfying the appropriate
boundary conditions. An interesting corollary to this
result is that for one-dimensional systems of two
fermions interacting by singular potentials, 5=0 and
5= 1 states are degenerate, a conclusion in accord with
Lieb and Mattis'25 result: "If 5> 5', then E(5) > E(5')
unless V is pathologic, in which case E(5) ~E(5') ,"
where E(5) is the ground-state energy. The Coulomb
potential is an example of a pathologic potential.
The pathological nature of the l-D Coulomb potential has certainly "distorted" physics, since we know
that in three-dimensional systems of two fermions,
the 5=0 state is of lower energy than the 5= 1 state.
The Coulomb potential is too "strong" in one dimen25

E. Lieb and D. Mattis, Phys. Rev. 125, 146 (1962).

b

These elements vani,h by group theory.

sion. Hence, in order to apply our model to real systems,
some modifications, or at least conventions, will have
to be made. For example, our treatment above of the
IFEM suggests at least two ways of handling the pielectron system of linear conjugated molecules. One
way is to expand a trial wavefunction as a linear combination of hard-sphere eigenfunctions and use the Ritz
method to find the approximate eigenvalues and functions. This does not get rid of the degeneracy, but at
least allows us to calculate the integrals in the Hamiltonian matrix. An alternative method is to assume
that the electrons move on parallel lines so that the
Coulomb potentiall/ixij I is replaced by 1/(d2+Xi!) 1/2,
where d is distance between the lines. It has been suggested that this modified potential corresponds to a 2-D
average over a 3-D Coulomb potentia1.26 The latter
method has the advantage of no degeneracy, but the
disadvantage that d cannot be known a priori.
The results of this investigation are quite encouraging. We have seen that the finite-difference method
gives accurate eigenvalues and functions of a model
Hamiltonian. Although we have been concerned primarily with the solution of a specific quantum-mechanical problem, further work now in progress demonstrates its general applicability in the solution of oneand two-dimensional Schrodinger equations involving
both singular stationary (nuclear) potentials and inter26 E. E. Nikitin, Methods of Quantum Chemistry (Academic
Press Inc., New York, 1965).
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particle potentials. By employing finer meshes (diagonalizing larger matrices) we can obtain accurate approximations to the lower excited states of chemically
important systems such as the helium atom. The
bound states of many "unbounded" problems, e.g.,
two electrons in a harmonic well, the quartic oscillator,
pose no difficulty since the boundary conditions at
infinity may be imposed at finite values of the arguments which are sufficiently large to insure that the
wavefunction is very small by comparison to its maximum value. Finally we note that systems of coupled
differential equations may be treated by the FD
method, e.g., the Hartree-Fock equations.
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The first-order correction to the energy of hardsphere state q,HSM(n, m) is given by
x11

a

Enm(I)=I=l dxl' l

dX2'q,+HSM(n, m; Xl', X2')
o
0
X I Xl' -X2' I-I q,+HSM (n, m; xl', X2'),

o ....
I

'0

I

-b b -b
- -.....
X X

X
to

0

!;; ~

<"')

0

...;

b b

X

X X
~ $

~

0

since the integrand is symmetric with respect to RI
and q,+HSM is normalized over the half-square. Making
the changes of variables

X= 1rXI'/a,

...;

b

NO..... -'
I I

Y=1rX2'/a,
x=i(X+Y),

Y= (x-y),

(A2b)

we obtain from Eq. (Al)

~~

1"

dy (1f!2
a1r 0
Jii12
XdX{sin[tn(2X+y) ] sinCtm(2x-y) ]

-sin[!m(2x+y) J sin[!n(U-y) Jl2 y-l.

}

(A2a)

and

1= (4)

:1

(Al)

(A3)

Hence we see that Enm (1) is proportional to 1/a, the reciprocal of the well width. The integrand in Eq. (A3)
is expanded to obtain a sum of three terms, each term
consisting of a product of four sines of arguments involving the sum of X and y. These three terms may be
further broken down by trigonometric identities into
sums of products of sines and cosines. Thus

21" dy 1. /
2

8
1=-a 11'

0

dX(II+I
2+13 ) ,

(A4a)

ii/2
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where
+1[2(n-m)]-L (2n)-1+(2m)-11 sin(n-m)y

ll(n, m) = ig-111-cosng cos2ni+sinny sin2ni

g

-cosmy cos21ni-sinmy sin21ni
+cosny cosmy}.

+! cos(n-m)y cos2(n+m)x

-! sin(n-m)y sin2(n+m)x

The first two terms of Eq. (AS) may be written in the
form

+! cos(n+m)y cos2(n-m)x
-! sin(n+m)y sin2(n-m)xl
-cosny cos21ni+cosny cosmyl

(A4b)

la(n, m) =11(m, n).
8 1
1=-a21r

1" _{

x, we have

sin2x
- - dx=![ln'Y+ lna -Ci(2a)],
x

(A6)

where 'Y is Euler's constant and Ci is the cosine integra1. 27 The last term of Eq. (AS) vanishes since
n~m. Thus we obtain finally
1= (4/1ra) {!1rlln'Y+ln![(n+m)'lrJ-Ci(n+m)1r}

dy 1r [!-! cos(n+m)y]

0

1'"
o

l2(n, m) = _!y-l1 cos2nx cos21ni-cosmy cos2nx

Carrying out the integrations over

(AS)

+!7t{ln'Y+ ln![(n-m)'lrJ-Ci(n-m)1rI-1r

y

+{ (2n)-1_[4(n+m) J-l-[4(n-m) J-11 Si(2n1r)

+1r [!-! cos~n-m)y]

+{ (2m)-1-[4(n+m)]-1+[4(n-m)J-11 Si(2m1r)

sin2ny
-1+1 (2n)-1_[4(n+m)J-l-[4(n-m)J-11-_-

y

+{[2(n+m) J-L (2n)-1- (2m)-11 Si(n+m)1r
+{[2(n-m) J-l- (2n)-1+(2m)-11 Si(n-m)1r),

sin2my
+{ (2m)-L[4(n+m)J-l+[4(n-m)]-11-g-

(A7)

where Si is the sine integral.
+ 1[2 (n+m) ]-1- (2n)-1- (2m)-11

sin(n~m)y
y

27 W. Grobner and N. Hofreiter, Integraltafel (Springer-Verlag,
Vienna, 1961), p. 129.
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